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2 Flash Points

  April 26, 1986
       It’s early morning. Everything is quiet at

       the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in the

      former Soviet Union (USSR). e workers

      .  are running some tests on the reactors ey

        are going to shut one down for maintenance.

       is is normal. ey have done it before.

        Suddenly, the ground is rocked by a powerful

        explosion. A couple of seconds later, there’s another

         explosion. is one is even bigger. A nuclear reactor

           at the plant has just exploded. e power plant is releasing

 poisonous radiation        into the air. Multiple buildings are on re.

             Local reghters respond quickly. Most res are put out easily in the rst

             24 hours. But it is another 10 days before the accident is fully contained.

Chernobyl

reactor:       the part of a nuclear power
    plant where nuclear reactions happen

radiation:     a by-product of nuclear
        reactions; it is too small to be seen,

   but is very dangerous



Disaster! 3

     Chernobyl began operating in 1977.
     Then, it only had one    reactor. The next
      three were built between 1977 and 1983.

   Did you know?
       An articial lake was built near the

      Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. The plant

      used the water to cool the reactors.



 Unscheduled Tests

    e workers were preparing
      to shut down one of the

     reactors. ey needed to do

   some normal maintenance,

     and had already planned to

     shut down Reactor 4. ey

      decided to do some tests, as

     well. ese tests would tell

    them what would happen

    if the plant lost power.

4 Flash Points

  How and Why
         Accidents and disasters oen have more than one cause.

          Many dierent things come together to cause events that can

          greatly impact the future. Take a moment to explore some

          of the things that led to the nuclear disaster at Chernobyl.



  Lack of Communication

         e test team didn’t tell anyone what they were
         doing. e safety team thought they were going to

        shut down the reactor. Instead, the workers started

         their tests. Because of this, no one followed the
        correct safety rules. No one realized that the  reactor

        core was having problems until it was too late.

 Unsafe Design

          e power plant was not designed in a safe way.

         ere was a power surge. e nuclear fuel became
           very hot. ere was water in the core. e water was

          supposed to cool the fuel down. But the water turned

        into steam instead. Pressure built up inside the
        reactor. e explosion blew the top o the reactor.

 Hydrogen Buildup

      Scientists don’t know for sure why

     there was a second explosion.

     Many guess that hydrogen gas
      built up in the reactor. e

      hydrogen was lit on re. is

    caused another, larger explosion.

Disaster! 5
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